ADDENDUM NUMBER ONE

DATE: 8 March 2012

PROJECT: McHenry County College Athletic Office Remodeling - Building A
8900 US Highway 14
Crystal Lake, Illinois 60012

OWNER: McHenry County College
8900 US Highway 14
Crystal Lake, Illinois 60012

ARCHITECT'S PROJECT NO. 1227.01

ARCHITECT: RuckPate Architecture
22101 North Pepper Road, Suite 201
Barrington, Illinois 60010

TO ALL BIDDERS OF RECORD:

This Addendum forms a part of a modification to the bid requirements and proposed contract documents for the subject project, dated 1 March 2012. Receipt of this Addendum shall be acknowledged in the Form of Bid. Failure to do so may subject the bidder to disqualification. This Addendum consists of one (1) page and five (5) items.

Bid Documents are hereby amended as follows:

DRAWINGS

Reference Drawing A2

1. Provide three (3) 20A. circuits in 3/4" EMT conduit for new receptacles in offices A127B, Office A127C, open space between offices, and Copier in lieu of connecting to existing circuits. Extended circuits approximately 65'-0" to the south of work area to existing circuit panels located in corridor across from Room A110G in I.T. Department.

Reference Drawing A3:

2. At Athletics Office A127A existing corridor door, delete reference symbol for surface mounted wiremold and reuse existing double-gang back-box and trim. Provide new toggle switches and re-circuit lighting as shown Drawings.

Reference Drawing GN1

3. Add the following note:

"18. REMOVE TWO (2) WALL MOUNTED CHAIR RAIL ASSEMBLIES LOCATED IN PROPOSED ROOM A127B."

CLARIFICATIONS


5. Reference Drawing Title Blocks: Delete “B-Building”, insert ‘A-Building’

End of Addendum